Proud Member of

PPC1500 Italy
Dear Friend, liebe Freunde,
When the idea to organize a match in Treviso was born, nobody could imagine the actual situation
about the Covid-19…
As per my previous open letter of March 14th, I didn't mean to give up, at least until there was hope
to come back to normality soon.
You all know which is the situation in Europe and in Italy mostly: we are actually facing the
infection peak and soon we imagine to enter the “phase 2”, when the situation will move to a great
reduction of the emergency.
I’ve heard on TV news that even the other European countries are in emergency then I hope you all
are fine, such as your beloved.
Anyway, Italian governement today has decreted to move on for all the next week with the
shutdown to start reopening the factories the following weeks… unfortunately, sport activities still
restricted at least to the first May weekend: the date of our match!
At this point, I have, together with the staff, to suspend the match and, at the same time, to inform
you all in order to allow you to delete your reservations (if any).
BUT…
All is not lost!!!
Looking at the calendars (both the WA1500 and the TSN Treviso ones), we can propose the match
with the same identical program for September 11th to 13th. The climate still sweet and the daylight
will last enough for our purpose.
More than that, since the staff guys (many of which never faced PPC events) have get fashinated by
our speciality, have already ask if for 2021 there may be another similar match; that means we can
set up until now (or better, after the september “firing test”) the next match to which you will
heartly welcomes!
At this moment, the registration will be moved at the correspondant day and relay but, naturally,
you could modify them all.
For the moment there is nothing more to do than to stay safe… I hope to see you all firstly at the
European championsips in Borek and, naturally, at the Treviso match!
A strong embrace to all!
Marco
Treviso, april 4th 2020
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